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New unique motion technology
designed to create the most realistic

oral sex feeling ever.
 

Ultra Realistic Feeling INTRODUCTORY
 OFFER

Buy an ORCTAN
and receive a free
Pjur Aqua 100ml

 lube

INSTORE & ONLINE

Comment ORCTAN in order comments @ Checkout



VIEW OUR 
RANGE

CLICK HERE

SEXY LINGERIE





BUY ANY TENGA
MASTURBATOR

OVER $49.99
AND GET A 

TENGA POCKET
FREE  

 
Enter Code POCKET in

comments at checkout
random variant will be added to order



WAS $549.99

NOW $449.99

WAS $449.99

NOW $349.99

HOT PRICE

HOT PRICE



PleX with Flex
 
 

Waterproof
Remote operated

6 vibration patterns
Rechargeable with USB adaptor

Size: Lenght: 14cm, Insertable Lenght: 11 cm,
Max/Min Circumference 9.8 cm / 5.5 cm

PleX with flex is a powerful remote
operated Butt Plug that uses some clever

tech to take your booty pay to new
heights.

Thanks to its unique flexible base, PleX
with flex is ergonomically designed to

move with your body, providing superior
comfort for all and enabling targeted
prostate stimulation for those lucky

enough to have one.
Sit back and let the PleX with flex deliver

an orgasmic hands-free experience.
 

Product Features:

 

Date Night Collection by We-Vibe

Cora

Pocket Tenga
A disposable mobile

masturbation sleeve that slips
almost flat in your pocket

ready for when you want it





Made in New Zealand from quality imported
ingredients, Herbal Bona is a daily dietary supplement

– scientifically developed to support men’s sexual
performance, libido, stamina and erectile function.

me&you

Buy two me & you
massage oils & receive
a roller massager free

massage oils

Comment ROLLER in order comments @ Checkout
Online Only
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What Is Relationship Counselling?
 
Relationship problems may vary in severity, ranging from
financial disagreements and fights to differences in sexual
desire and infidelity. However, some couples may consider
counselling in order to gain a better understanding of one
another and to make decisions that foster a long-term
relationship. It is more common than not that conflicts and
misunderstandings arise during the development phase of a
relationship when they are contracting and expanding. In
this phase, they strive to understand and relate to each
other as they adjust to changes and shifts. The first step in
understanding relationship counselling benefits is to be able
to define what counselling is and why each party should
attend. A professional counsellor guides and facilitates the
counselling process. In this work, the primary focus is to help
each individual resolve the issues they are facing and to find
suitable solutions in order to eliminate any distress that may
be resulting in the relationship and promote a fulfilling
future. If a couple, family, colleague, or friend is experiencing
difficulty, then counselling is often the best solution.  

The Benefits 

It can help you clarify your feelings about your
relationship
Having a set space and time each week for you and your
partner to express your feelings can help you and your
partner figure out the direction you want to take. During
couples counselling, your therapist can guide you through
this process by bringing to light aspects of your relationship
that you may not be noticing and providing objective outside
perspective. It can still make sense for one person to come
alone to try and improve the situation if your partner is
unwilling to attend. Every relationship has its challenges. We
often have a hard time figuring out how we feel about our
partner, which is one of the aspects that confuses us. 

Couples come to therapy knowing they want to stay together
and resolve issues, but others are unsure if they want to stay
together.

Intimacy and connection can grow as a result
Maybe the reason you're coming to therapy isn't that you
argue too much, but that you don't argue at all. Maybe you
rarely talk about anything else besides what you had for
dinner or who picked up your kids from school. 
After months without having sex, staying late at work seems
more appealing than going home to be with your partner. It
seems the spark is gone and you're not sure if you can get it
back. Some people feel that long-term relationships have to
be like this, so they resign themselves to a relationship with
someone they admire, and think back on the passion both of
you once shared. Initially, relationships feel exciting because
both parties are trying their best. There are frequent dates
that are planned. Date nights become takeout nights and
Netflix nights as comfort and routine sets in. Couples
therapy is a powerful means for reclaiming passion, even if it
is just for the simple fact that the relationship is finally
getting some love. Couples therapy can incite passion just by
coming to it, if only because it finally gives the relationship
some attention. It is because of this that date nights have
become so popular, since they mimic what it felt like when
the relationship was new.
Roadblocks in relationships can be resolved before they
become obstacles
Arguments with your partner can strengthen or weaken your
relationship. As couples mature in their relationship, they
struggle with addressing topics that have become more
difficult. In some cases, this may have to do with family
planning, while in others, this might have to do with
communication. An opportunity for this dialogue to take
place in a confidential setting can accelerate the growth of
your relationship by understanding both sides and
identifying if you share the same values.

 

Relationship Counselling - What is it and What are the Benefits?



You may not disagree over major decisions like where to buy a
house. It is however about everyday things, like whose turn it is
to wash the dishes or pick up the kids from school. If you're
constantly arguing about trivial matters, you might actually be
arguing about deeper concerns that don't get addressed. By
taking part in couples counselling, you can work through these
potential stumbling blocks before they lead to a major
relationship crisis.

Personal development can be promoted through self-
awareness
 You may have been to therapy in the past or you may have
only watched it on T.V. but regardless, meeting with a
therapist at least once a week can help you understand your
unique personality and what motivates you. It is likely that
how you relate to your partner might have an effect on how
you relate to other people, such as friends and colleagues.
The benefits of couples counselling are not limited to
improving your primary relationship; they can also benefit
other aspects of your life. Couples counselling is an avenue
to help you achieve your relationship goals, whether you're
trying to decide whether or not to get married or have
children, or if there was an affair that needs to be repaired,
or if things are going relatively well but you'd like to deepen
intimacy and improve communication.

When it comes to repairing or strengthening your
relationship, couples therapy can be extremely helpful. You'll
learn how to communicate effectively and create a mutually
rewarding partnership. If you want to start improving your
relationship with your partner think about getting in touch
with a counsellor near you. 

Joni Morrissey - Sexologist

Specializes in couples therapy,
sexual dysfunction & is a "kink"
aware therapist. 

Instagram - joni.morrissey

Facebook -  Joni Morrissey.

Email - hello@jonimorrissey.com



QUALITY
 

Meticulously designed with
only the highest-quality,

body-safe materials that are
ultra-soft and smooth.

 

INTIMACY
 

Enhancing intimacy,
connection, and satisfaction

with the most advanced
technology for pleasure.

 

EXCLUSIVITY
 

Empowering exploration for
singles and couples, opening the

door to intimate possibilities
and deeper connections.

 

a luxurious experience

introducing.....
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Frenchie has been created for a new generation of lovers that echo our
belief that sex should be fun, natural, simple and safe for everyone - just
like your sexual wellness products should be.

Introducing

The Beret Condoms are housed in an easy-open buttercup enclosure, meaning you
open them the right way up, every time. Au natural, these condoms are created
without any synthetic ingredients: better for you, the planet and your tastebuds.
Size doesn’t matter, but at 0.05mm, the ultra-thin design let’s you get up close and
personal, while keeping everyone involved protected.
let’s you get up close and personal, while keeping everyone involved protected. 

THE BERET CONDOM 0.05MM 

THE BERET CONDOM 0.05MM 
WITH HALURONIC ACID

Hyaluronic acid is a well-known ingredient in the world of skincare. hyaluronic acid
is produced naturally by our bodies, making it a safe ingredient filled with many
benefits. 
Research suggests that products containing hyaluronic acid can help relieve the
pain and discomfort associated with Vaginal Dryness.
Using condoms with hyaluronic acid lubricant can help you maintain a healthy
vaginal pH balance, keeping the harmful bacteria and infections at bay. 
condoms with hyaluronic acid lubricant prevent water-based lubes from
evaporating quickly and help reduce friction by binding the water molecules to the
skin. The preservation of moisture will make everything more wet, slick, and
ultimately more pleasurable.
  Using hyaluronic acid condoms, you will experience increased

safety and pleasure. Oui Oui!

 

https://getfrenchie.com/collections/frontpage/products/copy-of-the-beret-condom-0-05-with-hyaluronic-acid-x-48
https://getfrenchie.com/collections/frontpage/products/copy-of-the-beret-condom-0-05-with-hyaluronic-acid-x-48
https://getfrenchie.com/collections/frontpage/products/copy-of-the-beret-condom-0-05-with-hyaluronic-acid-x-48


Frenchie Oh La La Love
Lube is a natural, water
based Aloe lubricant,.
Featuring regenerative and
protective Australian
native botanicals, these
native gems assist with
moisture retention, and
are anti-inflammatory and
anti-fungal.

OH LA LA LOVE LUBE

Frenchie Oui Oui Wipes
are naturally
hypoallergenic personal
cleansing wipes, created
with love.Whether
you’ve just had sex
(good for you), finished
at the gym or it’s period
time, our wipes are
designed for use
anywhere on the body
and keep you fresh on-
the-go.

Oui Oui WIPES

T H E  D O U B L E  E N T E N D R E
 
Whether you want to play alone or
bring some good vibes to sexy time
with your lover, The Double Entendre
is as flexible as your sexual needs! 

The Double Entendre's unique bendable shape has a smaller head at one end for internal G-spot
pleasure and a larger profile at the other end for clitoral stimulation - giving you double the pleasure.
This extreme versatile love toy can be used both internally, externally or both at the same time.

https://getfrenchie.com/collections/frontpage/products/love-lube
https://getfrenchie.com/collections/frontpage/products/love-lube




BACK INSTOCK

AIR PULSE AROUSER
NORMALLY

$129.99
SPECIAL
$79.99

NO FURTHER DISCOUNTS APPLYABLE

Gina

$69.99
DOUBLE ENDED





SPEND OVER $79.99

ON LINGERIE

& GET A 

FRISKY FINGER

NORMALLY $51.94

FREE 

Online Only: Comment FINGER in
comments at checkout 



E-BOOK

NOW AVALIBLE

PAPERBACK

NOW AVALIBLE



How To Suck Dick: 
The Ultimate Guide

Taken with permission from School Of Squirt

Whether you want to discover some new moves
to keep things fresh and exciting in the
bedroom or want to learn how to give your guy
a hot n’ nasty blowjob – this guide is all you
need! I’ll cover everything from basic moves to
advanced techniques that will help you rock
your man’s world!
This guide is fairly straightforward; just read it
from start to finish and try out whatever takes
your fancy! 
You may be wondering what the ‘best
technique’ is to use on your guy when you suck
his dick. But slow down! Learning how to suck
your man’s dick is all about establishing and
maintaining communication and finding out
your guy’s preferences. Once you know what
makes him tick you can start enthusiastically
teasing and tantalizing him to within an inch of
his life! Even if you aren’t totally sure about what
you’re doing, focusing on these four things will
stand you in good stead.

The Importance of Communication
Giving your man a mind-blowing blowjob starts
long before you wrap your lips around his cock.
You need to build suspense by planting the idea
in his mind, and there are numerous ways to do
just that! Whether you talk dirty to him, send
him a sexy photo or drive him wild with a flirty
message,....

Find Out His Preferences
Your guy isn’t going to adore ALL of the
techniques in this guide. That’s why you need to
find which activities rock his world and which
ones make his heart beat a little faster! Dirty
talk is a great way of helping your man better
communicate his sexual preferences....

Be Enthusiastic
Experience is the best teacher and you can’t expect
to ace the techniques in this guide simply by reading
them. You need to practice! The No.1 rule for
sucking dick is this; when in doubt, act
enthusiastically! Enthusiasm will help you appear far
more confident ...
10 Powerful Techniques for Sucking Dick
So you want to learn how to make your guy’s eyes
roll back in his head? This section will show you 10
incredible techniques for sucking your man’s dick
until his legs start to spasm and his cock explodes
with pleasure!

1. The Spread ‘Em!
An important, yet often overlooked, part of sucking
dick is how you take charge of your man. Don’t just
kneel in front of him, unzip his fly, and timidly take
hold of his cock. Instead, pull down his pants like a
boss, place one of your hands on each of his thighs
and forcefully drive his legs apart; he’ll LOVE it! This
move not only lets him know that you’re the one in
control; it also subconsciously signals to him that it’s
time to relax. This one simple trick will make the
experience feel a million times better!

2. The Ball Licker
Instead of just taking your guy in your mouth, try
working around to his manhood first. Hold his dick
in one hand and start kissing and licking his testicles.
Kiss around his crotch and groin while massaging
his balls with your fingers or softly tickling them with
your fingertips. Never underestimate just how
sensitive a guy’s testicles are; licking and stroking his
balls will make his cock absolutely rock hard in
seconds!

 

PART 1



3. The Nipple Twister
Your guy’s nipples are one of his major
erogenous zones and they may even be more
sensitive than yours! Use this to your advantage!
While you lick, kiss and caress his balls, reach up
and start rubbing his nipples in a circular motion
or back and forth. Trying pinching, flicking and
lightly twisting them to enhances his sexual
arousal! Feel free to incorporate this technique
later when you start sucking his dick!

4. The Frenulum Frenzy
The most sensitive spot on your guy’s dick isn’t
the shaft or even the head, it’s his frenulum. This
is found on the underside of the tip of his penis,
just where the shaft joins the glans. Lightly
flicking your tongue across this area is intensely
pleasurable and is definitely something you
should try!
Begin by taking your man’s dick in your hands
and gently pulling down his foreskin. Start flicking
his frenulum in an up-and-down motion, or side-
to-side motion, with your tongue and feel him
writhe and squirm in his seat! If your guy has
been circumcised, his frenulum may have been
removed, but it’s still possible that this area will
feel super-arousing for him! Try it and see!

5. The Lip Wrap
While it is possible to lightly glide your teeth over
your man’s dick for extra stimulation, as a general
rule you should avoid using your teeth while
sucking his dick. Contact between your teeth and
his dick can be extremely painful – especially if it’s
accidental. To avoid this, the best technique to
master is the lip wrap where you wrap your lips
around your teeth. This makes your lips act as a
soft barrier that will make sucking his cock feel
much more satisfying. You may want to try this
move on your finger or a dildo to get the hang of
it before trying it on your guy’s member!
To read full article and all 
techniques click link

PART 2 MAY/JUN

https://www.schoolofsquirt.com/nipple-play/
https://www.cosmopolitan.com/sex-love/a287/men-nipples-sensitive/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3382530/


SOMETIMES PENETRATION
GOES TO DEEP

These comfy modular rings
incrementally adjust so you can

explore what feels good - for you
both

Customise penetration depth
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